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cloud.deploy[Export(object)] 
 object.secret [‘Load of junk and drivel’] 
font.family(‘Arial’) 
 Do[print.title 

using Cloning;
using Cloning.Decanting;
using Mutant.DNAscanning; 
ERROR CODE 10 Mutant.DNAscanning of-
fline
$answer = shell_exec(‘FindScapegoat.
exe’)

class ProcessStart {
Process.Start(‘draingoo.exe’)
Process.Start(‘opentank.exe’)
Process.Start(‘listenforsplat.exe’)
$splat = true 
$introduction.proper = meh.kinda }

What is the Paranoia RPG?
DING! Attention citizen. Welcome to the first of 
your six lives here in Alpha Complex. I am your 
best friend, The Computer. Do not worry. I am here 
to protect you, educate you and help you stay 
loyal. This will make you happy and productive, as 
cases of severe anxiety and PTSD have dropped 
considerably. You have been decanted from your 
clone tank and are ready to serve. How may I help 
you be successful? 

Okay, I get it. One of those in-setting intros to set the 
right tone. Now, I’ve heard about this Paranoia game 
before. People say crazy things about it, like killing 
other PCs is good, clean fun or the GM is out to get you. 
Convention games sell out super quickly. It’s even a Hall 
of Fame RPG. How do I play it? What are the rules? 

Thank you for asking, citizen. Some amount of 
curiosity can be healthy. What is your security 
clearance? 

Counter-question. What’s a security clearance? 

All citizens of Alpha Complex are assigned a 
Security Clearance for protecting citizens from 
themselves and others. Infrared is the lowest, 
followed by ROYGBIV: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, 
Blue, Indigo and Violet. Atop all is Ultraviolet 
clearance. New citizens start as Infrared. All data, 
locations and gear is restricted by clearance, which 
is based on how much that citizen can be trusted. 
It is nice when that aligns with talent and expertise 
but what good is ability without legal thoughts? 

(‘Chapter 
1: Introdu

ction’)]

Troubleshooters work hard to keep us safe. Thank one today!
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Due to an unforeseen loss of Troubleshooter 
clones, thanks to an event called Project Infinite 
Hole, you have already been promoted to Red 
clearance and now have a job as a Troubleshooter. 
Simply put, you will find trouble and shoot it. 
Various corrections are available should you 
need encouragement in completing your duties 
successfully and on-time. 

Great, I’m second to last on the totem pole. Now can I 
know the rules? 

I’m sorry, but that information is not available to 
Red clearance individuals. 

... Okay, that makes no sense. What kind of roleplaying 
game doesn’t want to teach the rules to players? 

This is Paranoia. In this RPG, you do not know 
if someone is a friend, enemy or potential 
scapegoat. You do not know how most things 
work, literally or figuratively. You and your team 
will be sent on missions to eliminate treason, stop 
mutant terrorists and generally protect people 
of all security clearances. In many instances, 
such missions have a positive survival rate. Just 
be careful. Loyal citizens can turn traitor at any 
moment and attack you. 

Wait, it sounds like this game creates a literal feeling 
of paranoia in players, not just characters. 

It is a pleasure seeing a clever citizen not 
engaging in post-decanting existential screaming. 
You should not be paranoid. This is a utopia and 
you have been kindly given everything you need to 
be a productive, joyful member of society. Please 
note that you should be paranoid, as anyone, 
including you, could be a commie, a mutant or a 
traitor. Remember the old wisdom: Snitch on them 
before they snitch on you. 

All right, bit weird but I like games that are different 
from the same old dungeon crawl. Now, are you an 
important NPC or something? 

I am The Computer, an advanced digital intelligence 
coded to protect and serve humanity from the evils 
of secret societies, mutant powers, independent 
thought, too much freedom and of course, Commie 
Mutant Traitors. Citizens find they are happier and 
healthier when they follow instructions.

Gotcha, usual dystopian sci-fi tropes then? Do I need 
to volunteer as tribute? 

Alpha Complex is not a dystopia. That would mean 
it was not a perfect place for humanity and it leads 
to unhappiness and terrorism. Rest assured, you 
will only receive the trust and authority that you 
can handle given your IQ, browsing history and 
supervisor evaluations. 

Alpha Complex is a giant city, parts under a 
large dome and parts deep underground, and 
is a utopia for all loyal individuals. As a utopia, 
happiness is required by law. Obedience is also 
required by law, at least to all with higher security 
clearances and your best friend The Computer, 
who never makes an mistakesy.

I have to be happy? I can’t get grumpy or wake up on 
the wrong side of the bed? 

You have been provided with all you need to be 
happy at your security clearance. That has been 
proven mathematically. Loyal citizens are therefore 
happy citizens. If you are unhappy, disobedient or 
break security clearance rules, you will be declared 
a traitor and are subject to possible arrest, re-
education or summary execution. 

A traitor to a dyst... er, a utopia like Alpha Complex 
and its benevolent dictator, a happiness-obsessed yet 
sometimes violent AI? 

Traitors are the enemy of all that is good and pure in 
Alpha Complex. They are cruel, ignorant terrorists 
who want everyone to be as angry and depressed 
as them. You can identify traitors by their secret 
society membership, mutant power, refusal to work 
72 hours in a row or hesitation to obey one’s betters 
as defined by security clearance. 

Can I ask about secret societies and mutants or is that 
forbidden too? 

Citizen, please watch your tone or an armed 
Internal Security loyalty enhancement unit will be 
dispatched to your location. 

Secret societies are illegal groups dedicated 
to treasonous activity, like the miserable 
Communists. Mutant powers are genetic mutations 
that allow abilities like teleportation. Any citizen 
who is a member of a secret society and/or 
has a mutant power is to be arrested and likely 
executed. Also, you may or may not belong to one 
secret society and have one mutant power, both of 
which can get your character executed for treason. 

Of course. Makes sense, makes sense. I’m guessing 
I have to keep those a secret? Wait, do the other PCs 
have those too? 

That information is not available at your security 
clearance. They may or may not have one, both 
or none.  
 
Heh, I am starting to get a little paranoid! That feels... 
good. Refreshing. Like a whole world of possibilities 
has just opened up! What would happen if there was a 
total party kill and my character was responsible? 

Citizens are expected to play nice and respect 
each other. Unless they may be traitors, in 
which case they are targets of mockery, theft, 
scapegoating and random fatal accidents. Each 
Troubleshooter has five clone backups, so if you 
need to terminate your team leader because they 
embraced hate and treason, you can do that and 
their next clone will show up, loyal and ready to 
work. Please note how other Troubleshooters 
know this too. Some or all may or may not be 
targeting you right now. 

But what do we do in the game? Besides plotting 
against others before they plot against me, of course. 

You and your teammates are Troubleshooters 
and you all serve Alpha Complex by investigating 
and fighting Commie Mutant Traitors. Contrary 
to rumours, which are illegal, Troubleshooter 
missions are never embarrassing and deadly hose 
jobs given by corrupt leaders using teams as 
pawns in their quest for more power. All mission 
objectives will be clear and easy to achieve. Since 
citizens only get tasks they can accomplish, all 
failure will be an obvious sign of treason. 

Let me get this straight. Normally, I play a highly-
skilled hero cooperating with a party of other PCs 
to fight evil and gain more levels, gold and powerful 
weapons. But in Paranoia, I play a barely-competent 
traitor competing with a team of other barely-
competent traitors who fail more than they succeed. 
We all have damning secrets to hide so everyone 
is trying to uncover everyone else’s, all while trying 
to succeed on an impossible mission and not get 
arrested or executed for being a traitor, which we all 
secretly are. Then players like me can experience 
literal fear and paranoia like watching a good horror 
movie. Does that about sum it up? 

You are ready for Paranoia, Troubleshooter. Stay 
alert! Trust no one! And keep your laser handy! 

What Players Should 
Learn About Paranoia
1. Cooperation will kill your character: Most other 

RPGs have you playing nice with other PCs, 
cooperating and supporting each other so the 
party can finish a quest. If you try that in Paranoia, 
your PC will die repeatedly and you could honestly 
get annoyed because that is not how this RPG is 
designed. You are expected to compete with the 
other PCs and step all over them on your way to 
the top. (Similar to playing an evil character but 
without the usual intelligence and swagger.) 

2. Sometimes, it is more fun to fail: Everyone 
loves landing the killing blow on the bad guy but 
it can be even more entertaining when someone 
fails. Instead of expecting lots of winning rolls, get 
in the mindset that failure can lead to laughter and 
enjoyment – and that you have to fail before you 
can enact strict vengeance on those who dared 
oppose you. In case you did not think of it, making 
others fail is even more fun. 

3. Powergaming and rules lawyering will get you 
nowhere: Seriously, players are not expected nor 
asked to know the rules to this edition. That is the 
sole responsibility of the Gamemaster who runs 
the game sessions. If you try to become a badass 
that cannot fail, or if you try quoting rules at the 
GM, your character will suffer in the game so learn 
to relax and just play. (It is cool to know how to 
play; you should just not admit that ever.) 
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Warning! First-time Paranoia players and 
GMs can get giddy over the narrative 
freedom in this game. Because this RPG 
allows players to indulge in skulduggery, 
backstabbing, Catch-22s, betrayals, outright 
lies, physical impossibilities and behaviours 
that would get you kicked out of your next 
Fantasy RPG game session, please restrict 
your violence towards traitors only. If 
necessary, create the needed evidence after 
the fact and do not get caught doing that.

What GMs Should 
Learn About Paranoia
1. Objectivity is for chumps: Paranoia GMs have 

a wonderful option that almost all other games tell 
you to never do: Be subjective. While you do not 
want to pick on any player, GMs can bend, twist, 
break or walk all over the rules. Instead of hoping 
a good story emerges from random decisions, you 
have the right and responsibility to fudge rules 
when those hurt the story. 

2. Be stingy with information: Literal paranoia 
thrives on ignorance and dies in the light of truth 
and certainty. GMs should encourage feeling 
fear and paranoia by rarely handing out helpful 
information. You do not want the entire mission 
getting stuck in one location but the less players 
(and their PCs) know, the more they fill in the gaps 
with something horrible and frightening. 

3. Alpha Complex is a state of mind: Most RPG 
settings try some level of realism and consistency. 
If a book says City A is a coastal city in the southern 
kingdom, then City A is always a coastal city in the 
southern kingdom. In this game, the setting is more 
a mood and feeling than any concrete place. City A 
could be coastal one day, landlocked another day, 
on a river or other, depending on which builds fear, 
ignorance and paranoia into game sessions. Think 
of the entire setting as a tool to encourage the right 
frame of mind for this game. 

Example Of A 
Paranoia Game Session 
Troubleshooter Team Code-7 is composed of Shara-R 
(played by Kara), Naomi-R (played by Jenny), Vin-R 
(played by Beth), Armand-R (played by Christi), 
Hector-R (played by Jeremy) and Sam-R (played by 
Brett). The team received a mission alert ordering 
them to Briefing Room JRT-Red-3301 in JRT Sector. 
After some confusion and arguments over where JRT 
Sector can be found, they finally arrive. 

GM: You enter the briefing room and see a long-
haired, Blue  clearance citizen sitting in an opulent, 
super comfortable Exec-U-Chair behind a small desk. 
There is a Blue laser pistol on the desk next to a can 
of Bouncy Bubble Beverage but she ignores both for 
now. She waves you over and points at several rusty 
folding chairs opposite the desk. As you get closer, 
you can see her name over her head: Aisha-B-XEF-3 
with no Treason Stars. 

GM (as Aisha-B): Hiyah! If yah belong to 
Troubleshooter Team Code-7, please be seated. If yah 
not, leave immediately before yah get executed. 

Kara: Wait, what team are we on again? 

GM: Aisha-B quickly grabs the Blue laser as four 
turrets extend from the ceiling. There are many 
pew-pew noises and flashes of light before Shara-R 
dies from a medical condition known as Not Reading 
Character Sheet Syndrome, which tends to be fatal for 
RPG characters. 

All other players: WE SIT DOWN!

GM: The briefing officer rests her pistol on the 
desk again and the turrets retract into the ceiling. A 
scrubot pops out of a tiny door in the wall and drags 
Shara-R’s remains – just smoking boots and ash – 
out of the briefing room. 

GM (as Aisha-B): Welcome to the mission briefing. 
I am yah officer Aisha-B-XEF-3. Yah need to 
understand two things before we begin. One, I am in 
charge. Two, do not use contractions when speaking 
to me. That is the Traitor’s Grammar. Are we clear? 

Jeremy: That... that is clear, thank you friend for 
helping us stay more loyal than we already are, which 
is a lot but thanks to you that is even more a lot. 

GM: Aisha-B’s hand briefly goes for her pistol but then 
she shows the tiniest smile. Then she announces 
the mission objective, which is so important you 
should probably all write it down on your character 
sheets. Here it is: Document damage done to the 
decommissioned nuclear reactor in ECA Sector and 
identify any bodies found. Then the team must visit that 
sector’s Rad-Off decontamination facility for a spa day. 

Jeremy: You said the reactor is decommissioned. Will 
we be able to see in there?

GM (as Aisha-B): The Computer estimates an 89% 
chance that the area will be bathed in a warm, blue glah. 

Beth: A blue glah you say? That sounds stuuu, uh, 
stupendous. Should we worry about radiation damage 
from the glah? 

GM (as Aisha-B): Not at yah security clearance. After 
yah leave here, yah will visit R&D for some fascinating 
new experimental equipment that should help yah 
withstand a definite percentage of the radiation 
damage yah will very rarely experience repeatedly. 

Christi: Come on, gang, we’re Troubleshooters! The 
Computer believes in us and we will succeed! 

GM (as Aisha-B): Citizen, yah got assigned one 
Treason Star for yahsing a contraction. But that is 
the attitude yah should have right now. Hint. Enough 
dawdling, citizens. Proceed to R&D’s Crescendo Labs 
for additional equipment that yah will find yahsful, 
dependable and mandatory. 

Beth: Sounds like a great plan that can only succeed 
thanks to your wisdom and loyalty. Okay, as Team 
Leader I order you all to follow me.

Jeremy: Sure thing, buddy. We’re right behind you. 
Wait, we are! We are, dammit! 

Content Warning
Paranoia is a darkly humorous game. That means 
it takes a cavalier, even flippant attitude towards 
controversial subjects like police violence, corruption, 
crime, betrayal and more. For example, one character 
might joke about how much fun it was to execute 500 
people for not cheering when a leader gave a speech. 
It jokes about dystopian elements like constant 
surveillance, mass arrests and infallible leaders. Some 
people might have issues with this, so it is a good idea 
to talk about dark humour before playing for the first 
time or with new players. 

Paranoia has always been heavy on satire 
(not parody, there is a big difference). It mocks 
government, religion, business, capitalism, 
communism and a whole lot more. It can also get 
more specific in satire, such as mocking bro culture, 
anti-vaxxers and egghead intellectuals. Some people 
might find a sacred cow or two being satirised and 
get upset. However, Paranoia’s setting does not deal 
with gender, sexual preference, race or ethnicity. None 
of that matters to the game’s setting, so they should 
never appear at the table/screen. 

How to Use This Book
The primary audience for this book is the Gamemaster 
(GM). Since players in Paranoia do not need to know 
any rules, it makes sense to aim the core rulebook 
towards GMs so they can know them. Yes, that is not 
how other RPGs work. Trust us, that is just the tip of 
the iceberg for this sort of thing. 

GMs are enlightened despots for the games they run. 
If you really want to share some rules with players, 
no one will stand in your way. Again, that is not 
recommended! Troubleshooters are regularly kept 
in the dark so much it is like they are in a room with 
Black 3.0 paint on all sides, so keeping players in the 
dark about the rules fits the game’s theme.  
 
If you are still dead set on players knowing things, 
consider printing the two cheat sheets in the appendix 
for them. One covers the most common rules and the 
other covers important setting details but no spoilers. 
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After visiting R&D and getting some cool devices like 
a cordless power drill, Troubleshooter Team Code-
7 managed to blow up a bridge while they were on 
it (not even the GM understands why) and finally 
managed to reach the decommissioned nuclear 
reactor. It is quite dark inside. 

GM: You are in a large room like a warehouse and 
it is totally dark. Something lashes out at you from 
the shadows and strikes Naomi-R’s shoulder. Jenny, 
Naomi-R is Hurt and now has an odd bite wound where 
she used to have a sleeve.

Jenny: Ow! Can I tell what attacked me? Was that a 
tentacle… with teeth?

GM: You didn’t get a good look at it.

Jeremy: Can I use my experimental Non-Human But 
Nothing To Be Scared Of Lifeform Tracker to try to 
follow it?

GM: Oh, please do. Roll Mechanics+Science to both 
operate the device and interpret the results. Don’t 
forget to add +1 to your NODE because that’s the 
device’s Level. 

Jeremy: Okay, not great. I only got one success and 
that was because of the Computer symbol.

Kara: D’oh! Since he failed, what’s the Treason result 
for that... thing with lots of letters in its name? 

GM: Okay, the Treason effect of your NHBNTBSOLT 
device is that it sputters, sparks and belches smoke, 
reducing your NODE by one for a while. And you rolled 
a Computer symbol, you say? What fun! As you try to 
control your coughing from all that smoke, a bone-rattling 
DING comes through all your Cerebral Coretechs. 

GM (as The Computer): Attention Team Code-7. 
My R&D device quality assurance subsystem has 
notified me that your team has activated one of the 
experimental yet foolproof test devices! How did the 
equipment help you accomplish your task?

Kara: It didn’t, Friend Computer! Hector-R tried to use 
it and for some strange reason it blew up in their face!

GM (as The Computer): Citizen Shara-R, are you 
saying the N-H-B-N-T-B-S-O-L-F-T unit is defective?

Kara: Oops. Um, no, no, Friend Computer, it’s Hector-R 
that is defective! He ruined the helpful device!.

GM (as The Computer): Interesting. Which do you 
believe is defective, my cloning facilities or my ability to 
train Troubleshooters?

Kara: Uhh… I didn’t mean… should I just terminate 
myself now? 

GM: Up to you. Your character Shara-R takes one 
Treason Star because The Computer is becoming 
suspicious of you. While this discussion has been taking 
place, you have all been catching brief glimpses, sounds 
or smells of things moving amongst the darkness closer 
to where the nuclear waste is stored. Tentacly things.

Jenny: More than one thing?

GM: Yes, that’s why there is an ‘s’ at the end of ‘things’. 

Brett: Team, we should shelve the arguing and get to 
blasting these things before we become monster poop.

GM (as The Computer): It sounds like a threat 
condition has developed among food vats. In order 
to protect the citizens’ source of food, I am activating 
Danger Protocol Seven-Alpha. 

GM: The Computer ends the call and all your laser 
pistols make a distinctive powering-down sound: 
‘Peuuuuuuu’. The lights go out too.

Brett (smiling gleefully): I used to work for Power 
Services, so I’m getting them on my Coretech and 
calling in a favour. How much Moxie would turn the 
power back on? 

GM: Hmmm, I’d say 3 Moxie. Are you calling in that 
favour? 

Brett: Absolutely!  
 
GM: No roll is needed for a favour, so it works. The lights 
here flicker for a second before the whole warehouse 
is visible. That means you get to see those things, so 
everyone loses 3 Moxie just seeing what they look like. 

Brett: TURN IT OFF TURN IT OFF TURN THE DAMN 
THINGS OFF ALREADY!

cloud.deploy[Export(object)] 
 object.secret [‘What GMs should ignore’] 
font.family(‘Times New Roman’) 
 Do[print.title 
 

(‘Chapter 
2: Rules o

f the Gam
e’)]

Internal Security is getting ready to assist Troubleshooters and not beat them.
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PARANOIA PERFECT 
EDITION RULES
This chapter features the rules to the game, from how 
to create Troubleshooter characters to how to replace 
them when a teammate literally backstabs them. GMs 
should always remember three key things: 
1. You are in charge. Change or delete any rule 

below as you see fit during a game session (other 
not-fun RPGs force GMs to play fair, this is a fun 
RPG). Seriously, you are welcome to enforce rules 
in part or in whole and you do not even need to 
be consistent or explain yourself. And woe to any 
player who tries telling you what the rules are. 

2. With great power comes great responsibility. It 
is your job to make sure all players are having a 
great time, too. That means letting them mess with 
each other more than you mess with them. Target 
Troubleshooters and play favourites but players 
should worry more about teammates than the GM. 

3. Because Paranoia is such a different game, some 
players can get genuinely upset over wild rule 
changes, TPKs and other Paranoia tropes. Again, 
you are in charge and should do whatever is 
needed in the moment but view this authority as 
a tool to improve games and not as your personal 
weapon. Be unfair but be unfair fairly. 

In the appendix, GMs will find two cheat sheets, one 
for the rules and one for the setting. If the players 
(or you!) are new to Paranoia, printing these on 
both sides of one sheet of paper can make a game-
changing handout. PDFs work just as well. But who 
cares about simple summaries? It is time for deep 
dives into the rules! (No, wait! Do not reach for your 
phone, this will be more interesting than normal 
because it is Paranoia!) 

If you are new to roleplaying games, welcome! There 
are a ton of online resources for those new to RPGs 
but here is a quick rundown: 

 ○ You are the Gamemaster (GM), who is a 
combination of theatre director, team coach and 
referee. GMs describe scenes, take roles as 
characters the players do not play and generally 
enforce the rules. 

 ○ Because this is Paranoia, GMs are welcome to 
change rules on the fly or ignore them if that would 
make things more entertaining. 

 ○ The players take roles as Troubleshooters and roll 
dice to see how important decisions and actions 
play out in the scene. 

 ○ Together, you tell stories by playing as characters 
in a Troubleshooter team’s mission (called an 
adventure in other, not-fun RPGs). 

Ah, but what are Troubleshooters supposed to be 
doing? (Not dying is good but surprisingly difficult.)

TROUBLESHOOTING 
Publicly, all citizens love and respect Troubleshooters 
as stalwart defenders of all that is good and 
Computer. A few people with brain disorders feel 
that way but most see Troubleshooters as wildly 
dangerous lunatics with more laser shots than 
common sense. CPU reports Troubleshooter teams 
succeed roughly 14.7% of the time, cause accidental 
terminations 88.1% of the time and are responsible 
for an average of 9,800 XP Points worth of collateral 
damage per Troubleshooter. Why would The 
Computer ever use them? 

For The Computer, the answer is simple. Traitors have 
infiltrated every group that exists. Secret societies 
have agents everywhere, so if Friend Computer gives 
a vital mission to IntSec or Armed Forces, traitors are 
already there and can easily infiltrate and sabotage 
the mission. To avoid that, Friend Computer picks six 
random citizens for Troubleshooting duty regardless 
of their talent, training or mental stability. You cannot 
infiltrate what did not exist five seconds ago! 

Some high clearance individuals (mostly Ultraviolets 
and Violets) also use Troubleshooters as blunt, 
indiscriminate weapons. When they need to smack 
down a talented subordinate before they get too 
ambitious, or when they need to take a rival down a few 
pegs, they request Troubleshooters for a bogus mission 
wherever it would cause the most damage. High body 
counts, wide swaths of destruction and near-constant 
reports of treason can ruin a carefully planned plot. 

Mission Objective
Troubleshooters are held to a demanding standard 
(well, less demanding and more impossible). CPU 
can handle the minutiae of Troubleshooting duty like 
Fire-to-Friendly-Fire ratios and standard deviations 
away from anything resembling success. But the 
bigger picture is all Friend Computer cares about, so It 
creates a mission objective that all Troubleshooters in 
that team must achieve or face serious problems. 

The briefing officer communicates the objective, 
which players write down on their character sheet 
for when they forget it. In debriefing at the end 
of a mission, players will have to vote for one 
Troubleshooter (other than themselves) they feel was 
most helpful in reaching the objective. This person 
earns the coveted Troubleshooter of the Weekcycle 
Award; +200 XP Points, +2 Moxie, -1 Flag, +1 clone 
(so their clone number decreases by 1) and their 
picture on the box for Teela-O’s Caffeinated Musli 
with Xtra Focusol. If there is a tie, the GM picks who 
gets it. Bribery is encouraged. 

If the objective was not met? Each Troubleshooter 
faces a -100 XP Point fine and +1 Flag. (Yes, a 
Troubleshooter can become Wanted during debriefing.) 

Since all this comes from The Computer, they 
are based on what The Computer would consider 
a success. When making a mission, you should 
look at what is the most important result from 
Friend Computer’s perspective. Then make an         
objective about that. 

Secret Objectives
Alpha Complex is rife with illegal secret societies, 
and boy do they love infiltrating Troubleshooter 
teams. They typically get notified of pending 
Troubleshooter missions so they can make sure one 
of their own gets on the team. Then they give that 
Troubleshooter a secret objective. Like the mission 
ones before, this is simply a task the Troubleshooter 
must complete for their secret society. Achieving this 
secret objective means the Troubleshooter wins +200 
XP Points and +2 Moxie. Not achieving it means -100 
XP Points, -2 Moxie and/or quietly taking them out 
back to get shot (-1 clone). 

Mission Structure
Most Troubleshooter missions have a simple, 
consistent structure. The Computer believes this 
structure gives its Troubleshooters a sense of 
soothing reliability regarding their duties in Alpha 
Complex. It also has no clue as to what different 
structure would bring the successful mission 
completion percentage above 14.7%. 

Treason: Equal parts betrayal and a damned good time.
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The Troubleshooter mission structure consists of 
six parts:

 ○ Mission Alert: The Troubleshooters are notified 
of their mission. This can happen to them 
individually or all at once if they are together. The 
Computer often sends this alert personally, telling 
the Troubleshooters where to go for briefing and 
mentioning a detail or two about the mission 
itself. The best mission alerts are brief and 
cheerful and sound like they would by no means 
lead to violent bloodbaths.

 ○ Briefing: A briefing officer presents the mission 
to the Troubleshooter team. This is generally 
an exercise in vagueness, intimidation and the 
promise of great reward. Although the content of 
briefings differ greatly from mission-to-mission, 
they must always include a mission objective or 
what needs to occur in order for the mission to 
be a success. (The objective might be unclear, 
confusing or even physically impossible, but it 
must be communicated regardless.) 

 ○ Mandatory Bonus Duty Assignment: The 
Troubleshooters receive (or choose) their 
Mandatory Bonus Duties. See the section on 
Mandatory Bonus Duties (on page XX) for details of 
this phase of the mission but for now, MBDs assign 
specific roles within a Troubleshooter team without 
assigning any authority to succeed in that role. 

 ○ Outfitting: Missions typically include a visit to 
one or more service groups (industry groups 
within Alpha Complex) for equipment. Usually 
this is Production, Logistics & Commissary 
for standard gear and Research & Design for 
experimental equipment, but sometimes a 
mission calls for, say, unique bot-related items 
from Technical Services or heavy-duty weaponry 
from Armed Forces.

 ○ Mission: The mission itself is the longest 
phase (aside from some noteworthy cases 
of Troubleshooters spending entire sessions 
killing each other on their way to the briefing). 
This is where the Troubleshooters apply the 
knowledge they learned in their briefing, carry 
out the Mandatory Bonus Duty roles they were 
assigned and, with the equipment they received 
in outfitting, accomplish the mission objective.

 ○ Debriefing: The Troubleshooters return to 
discuss the mission with their superiors and 
whether the mission objective was met. This 
can take place at the same briefing room used 
earlier in the mission or at a separate debriefing 
room; similarly, debriefing can be conducted by 
the initial briefing officer or by someone else. As 
this is the last part of the mission, debriefings 
are often the stage where Troubleshooter 
grudges reach a critical point and the players 
let fly with accusations, evidence, hurtful 
statements, unsubstantiated claims and 
unrestrained laser blasts.

When creating your own missions, of course, feel free 
to change up the mission structure at your whim. This 
structure serves a useful purpose – funnelling players 
along an efficiently deadly path that builds anticipation 
and resentment until the cathartic tattle-fest bloodbath 
at the end – but you are free to subvert that purpose 
for your own Machiavellian plots, you devious GM you.

Mandatory Bonus Duties
In its glorious wisdom, The Computer has provided 
additional unique responsibilities for each member 
of the Troubleshooting team. Is that not great? Every 
Troubleshooter can feel special and know they are 
contributing to the success of the team. As Captain 
Alpha often says, ‘Idle hands are a Commie’s workshop!’

MBDs change from time-to-time but these are the 
ones The Computer currently prefers. Some briefing 
officers let the Troubleshooters volunteer for the 
available duties, others assign them based on the 
Troubleshooters’ skills and still others hand them out 
randomly. GMs can read the following descriptions 
aloud as the Mandatory Bonus Duties are presented. 
However, this bit is important: Mandatory Bonus 
Duties assign responsibilities without adding any 
authority or control. The Team Leader must convince 
the team to follow his lead, not order them to obey. 

 ○ Team Leader: You lead the Troubleshooter 
team, taking full responsibility for the group’s 
successes and failures! One of the Team 
Leader’s important jobs is deciding on the 
team’s tactical approach in combat. An even 
more important task is acting as a helpful 
advisor to all the other Troubleshooters. 

 ○ Equipment Officer: Where the Team Leader 
leads Troubleshooters, you get to manage the 
other tools! Your job is to ensure the functionality, 
cleaning, maintenance, charge levels and proper 
use of the team’s equipment. This includes 
weapons, bots, vehicles and anything else the 
team is assigned. Naturally, the Equipment 
Officer is also responsible for any gear that is 
lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.

 ○ Happiness Officer: The Computer says a happy 
clone is a loyal clone and by the coding principle 
of variable value equivalence, a disloyal clone is 
an unhappy clone. Put in Infrared terms, all failure 
is caused by unhappiness. Your job is to ensure 
the fun and happiness of all team members; 
your tools are jokes, songs, games, hugs and 
biochemical supplements. Mainly that last one. 

 ○ Hygiene Officer: Just as environmental 
impurities can degrade hardware, so can dirt, 
sweat and blood reduce organic efficiency. Your 
role is to keep the team as shiny and clean as 
when they were decanted. Some of the ways 
you can do this involve grooming tools, cleaning 
solvents and random hygiene inspections.

 ○ Loyalty Officer: Your job is to uncover signs of 
treasonous actions, intentions and even thoughts 
and then either report them or persuade the 
perpetrators to reform. This duty will keep you 
busy, because mutants, secret society members 
and disloyal citizens could be anywhere – even 
on your team! Seek out and document evidence 
of traitorous activity, even if it does not exist yet.

 ○ Media Officer: Dedicated to all media, both social 
and not, your assignment is to provide proof to the 
public that Troubleshooter missions are fun and 
exciting and not at all a showcase of treasonous 
failure! Using your Coretech or other tools, you 
will record, edit and post photos, videos and short 
articles that cast your team and its activities in a 
positive light. Capture fun moments! Share non-
classified mission facts! Go nuts with filters and 
tags and maybe your team will go viral!

CHARACTER 
SHEETS EXPLAINED
Each player needs one of these sheets so they can 
see their Troubleshooter’s stats, skills and more. 
There are two sides: 

 ○ The Public Side: This side of the character 
sheet contains the information the player needs 
the most, like how good they are at shooting bad 
guys and how good they are at fleeing when the 
team decides they are the next bad guy. While 
players should not let others memorise their 
Public side, it is fine if they see it at the table or 
through the wrong link. 

 ○ The Naughty Side: Paranoia is unusual in 
that players will rarely cooperate with their 
teammates. In fact, friendly or even unfriendly 
fire is common. That is why there is a Naughty 
side. It has treasonous data like secret society 
membership and mutant power. Players should 
NEVER show this side of the character sheet to 
anyone other than the GM. 

The Public Side
Part 1: Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII)

 ○ Name: Each name has four parts. First is fittingly 
their first name like Barry or Levon. Next is the 
security clearance abbreviation: R for Red, O for 
Orange, etc (Infrareds get no letter because they 
are losers). Then comes the decanting sector, 
which is where they were originally cloned and 
is represented by three random capital letters. 
Last is the current clone number. For example, 
‘Roy-G-BIV-2’ means Roy has Green clearance, 
comes from BIV Sector originally and is on his 
second clone. 

 ○ Team Name: The name of their Troubleshooter 
team, such as 77G-1 or The Fightin’ Scrubots. You 
should make one up and give it to players at some 
point – or not, depending on how often team-
building requires body bags. 

 ○ MBD: This is the Mandatory Bonus Duty, an 
additional responsibility they get volunteered for. 
This can be assigned before the game or during 
briefing but it is always safe and glamorous – just 
ask the survivors who are being monitored by 
Internal Security. 
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 ○ Service Group: This is the industry that the 
Troubleshooter works in. There are eight of them: 
Armed Forces (military), Central Processing 
Unit (government and bureaucracy), Housing 
Preservation and Development & Mind Control 
(infrastructure and entertainment), Production, 
Logistic, and Commissary (manufacturing, 
stores and restaurants), Power Services (power 
generation), R&D (research, mostly) and Technical 
Services (maintenance and repairs). Let players 
pick one if that pleases you. 

 ○ Buttons: These are things that set a character off 
like someone pushing their buttons. The Treason 
button is what is so frustrating that it makes this 
citizen commit treason and the Violence button is 
what pisses them off enough to make them attack. 
Roleplaying these can earn players fun points 
called Moxie. These also come into play should 
they Lose It (see page XX) from all the stress. 
Which never happens. Or else. 

Part Too: Productivity Profile 
There are four Stats that describe innate qualities 
needed for Troubleshooting duty: Violence, Brains, 
Chutzpah (look it up, citizen) and Mechanics. Each 
Stat has four Skills of their own, such as Violence’s 
Guns or Chutzpah’s Charm. Ratings for both are 
used to set NODEs (how many d6s you get to roll), 
so higher is better. And guess what? Alpha Complex 
celebrities Teela-O-MLY and Lenny-R-JRK dropped by 
to help explain things!

Violence: Physical activity 
and hurting stuff. 

 ○ Athletics: Fitness and physical talent. Teela-O 
uses Athletics to chase traitors. Lenny-R uses 
Athletics to run away from Teela-O. 

 ○ Guns: Shootin’ traitors and stuff. Teela-O uses 
Guns to shoot traitors dead. Lenny-R uses Guns 
to kill his team leader and commit treason unseen 
because he hates Friend Computer. 

 ○ Melee: Fightin’ traitors up close. Teela-O uses 
Melee to punch Commies. Lenny-R uses Melee to 
shiv innocent pensioners. 

 ○ Throw: Funball pitching but also grenades. 
Teela-O uses Throw to lob a grenade at a rogue 
bot. Lenny-R uses Throw to fling his gun at 
someone because he is that stupid. 

Brains: Thinking and having 
paid attention in class. 

 ○ Alpha Complex: Locations, people and ‘the way 
we do things’. Teela-O uses Alpha Complex to find 
the briefing room. Lenny-R uses Alpha Complex to 
find a deadzone to plan terrorism. 

 ○ Bureaucracy: Paperwork, signatures and 
useless procedures. Teela-O uses Bureaucracy 
to get a termination code quickly. Lenny-R uses 
Bureaucracy to hide evidence of XP Point fraud. 

 ○ Psychology: Understanding how citizen’s minds 
work. Teela-O uses Psychology to motivate her 
teammates into working harder. Lenny-R uses 
Psychology to prey on people’s insecurities.

 ○ Science: Physics, chemistry, etc. Teela-O 
uses Science to find an antidote. Lenny-R uses 
Science to mix household cleaners to make a 
bomb he’ll use to blow up the Junior Funball 
League championship. 

Chutzpah: We told you to look 
it up. Also, social skills and 
being a devious little prick.

 ○ Bluff: Getting away with lying. Teela-O uses Bluff 
to trick traitors into confessing. Lenny-R uses Bluff 
to say the stains on his jumpsuit are from salsa 
and definitely not his roommate’s blood. 

 ○ Charm: Tricking and befriending people. Teela-O 
uses Charm to help her supervisor feel respected. 
Lenny-R uses Charm to win converts to his cult 
before murdering and eating them. 

 ○ Intimidate: Threatening others for fun and profit. 
Teela-O uses Intimidate to scare Commies into 
giving up. Lenny-R uses Intimidate to scare a 
teammate into shutting up about lighting too many 
innocent citizens on fire. 

 ○ Stealth: Hiding yourself or stuff you have. Teela-O 
uses Stealth to spy on a Commie meeting. 
Lenny-R uses Stealth to hide illegal drugs in his 
jumpsuit so he can sell them to toddlers. 

Mechanics: Technical stuff such 
as programming, repairing or 
destroying it ‘by accident’.

 ○ Demolition: Blowing things up real good. Teela-O 
uses Demolition to blow up traitors. Lenny-R uses 
Demolition to blow up freeways to make everyone 
late just because he is running late. 

 ○ Engineer: Build, repair or sabotage structures 
and mechanical stuff. Teela-O uses Engineer to 
repair a hurt scrubot. Lenny-R uses Engineer 
to monkey wrench that poor scrubot to take 
pleasure from its pain. 

 ○ Operate: Use or misuse mechanical stuff. Teela-O 
uses Operate to drive an autocar. Lenny-R uses 
Operate to aim a superweapon at the Earth’s core. 

 ○ Program: Write, edit or ruin software (but not 
The Computer!). Teela-O uses Program to disable 
illegal door locks on bathroom stalls. Lenny-R 
uses Program to make that poor scrubot go 
frankenstein so he can laugh at the body count. 

Third Part: Citizenship Profile

 ○ Flags: Their level of loyalty in Alpha Complex. 
Troubleshooters start off as Fine but, as they 
get Treason Stars, they can go to Greylisted, 
Restricted, Citizen-of-Interest (C-of-I) and then 
finally Wanted. Stress from being flagged limits 
their maximum Moxie (8 normally) because 
they know they are in trouble and can vividly 
remember what happened on last night’s episode 
of Bake-A-Traitor. 

 ○ Moxie: A metacurrency (meaning points that 
only exist in the rules) that lets players sabotage 
their teammates’ dice rolls, get help from allies 
(i.e. not teammates) and use a mutant power. 
Troubleshooters start with 8 Moxie (the maximum) 
and more is earned by roleplaying those Buttons 
or whatever your mercurial and cruel soul deems 
worthy of behaviour conditioning. 

 ○ XP Points: This is not money! No siree! Instead, 
it is a social credit system where supervisors and 
peers can rate each other on how loyal and good 
they are. Sure, you can trade XP Points for goods 
and services, and you receive XP Points for being 
volunteered at a Volunteer Centre that acts a lot 
like a business, but it is definitely not a currency. 
Your XP Point balance also determines your 
security clearance. 

 ○ Wounds: Your level of physical health. You start 
off as Fine but as you get wounded, you can go 
to Hurt, Injured, Maimed and then finally Dead. 
(But not Dead-Dead. We will explain that later.) 
These injuries decrease your NODE (the number 
of dice to roll) because you are weak and won’t 
try harder. Jerk. 

Part the Fourth: 
Role in Society

Citizens are happier when they have a purpose, so 
this section should make you very, very happy. 

 ○ Mission Objective: The point of your 
Troubleshooting mission. This is handed out 
by your kind and loving briefing officer and will 
never (no, not ever) be impossible to accomplish. 
Perish the thought. 

 ○ Assigned Equipment: The approved gear you 
have on your person to help you reach your 
mission objective. It includes a space for the item’s 
Level or how many dice they add to a NODE. Do 
not carry any gear above your security clearance! 
And especially do not list those illegal items on the 
back of the sheet! Hint hint, nudge nudge. 

The Naughty Side

 ○ Secret Society & Secret Objective: Belonging to a 
secret society is treason and will get you terminated. 
This is where you write down which secret society 
you belong to. You will also write down any secret 
objectives given to you by your society to accomplish 
during a Troubleshooter mission. 

 ○ Mutant Power: Having a mutant power is treason 
and will get you terminated. This is where you write 
down which mutant power you have and maybe a 
reminder of what it does.

 ○ Treasonous Equipment: Here is where you will list 
any gear that is illegal either because your security 
clearance is too low or the item is so messed up 
that it is always illegal to possess. 

 ○ Evidence Against Traitors: Terminating 
teammates is great fun but so is blackmailing them 
into helping you. Here you can write down any 
evidence you collect against traitors, even if that 
evidence has been faked. Hint hint, nudge nudge. 
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